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The only thing our family needed was the final estate account: 
[Jean O’Connell to Joanne Barnes]   My son Tony called.  He said he 
wanted very much to be the full trustee with an agent to receive notices 
and processes from the court & commissioner as in the May 8th letter.  
First thing is to have the final accounting based on same figures as in the 
1st accting.  Send it to me- do I have to sign it"  
[Joanne Barnes to Jean O’Connell]  call- will do draft of final acting. 
Deed to property-convey to court.  Needs how much (1985.05.08+)  

 
Why does Henry Mackall premise that our family is divided and that he is trying 
to prevent further division while leading  Anthony O’Connell to believe that the 
accountant’s agenda of   “will do draft of final acting. Deed to property-convey to 
court.  Needs how much”  agenda, is Jean O’Connell’s agenda? Secrecy is fatal. 
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Common sense suggests that Jean O'Connell would have named the lawyer if the accountants had not gotten her to accept their policy of secrecy.  Secrecy is fatal.
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By default and function,  I believe the "deed" is the same as the "agreement" and "receipt".
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A false paper trail was created that made the family appear responsible for the accountant's withholding the final accounting for approximately 14 months and for the accountant's takeover of the family's assets. 
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	               Skill 
	1985.05.30 jean o'connell to commissioner, draft
	       Send final
	1985.06.25  henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.07.08 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.07.11  henry mackall to joanne barnes
	1985.07.11 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.08.20 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.10.07 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.11.04 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.11.25 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1985.12.04 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1986.02.13 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1986.02.24 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1986.03.12 henry mackall to anthony o'connell
	1986.05.08 henry mackall to anthony o'connell and h. a. higham 
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